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Confusion, bickering bogs down A S U M panel
By GREG GADBERRY
Montana Kaimln Reporter

A meeting of the ASUM Con
stitutional Review Board became
the scene of angry bickering last
night after it was discovered that
two extra, and unneeded,
members had been appointed to
the five-member group.
But the problem of extra ap
pointees may only be the tip of a
bureaucracy iceberg, fo r it
appears that only one of the fivemember board has been officially
appointed to her post by both
ASUM President David Curtis and
ASUM Central Board.
The problem began last week
when Matt Firpo; sophomore in
journalism and Carrie Bender,
junior in education appeared dur
ing last Thursday’s CRB public
hearing on a proposed new ASUM
constitution.
Firpo and Bender said they had
been appointed to replace CRB
members John Bulger and Robin
Castle.
Bulger and Castle, however,

Wyse testifies
at contempt trial
By EDWIN BENDER
Montana Kaimln Reporter

Ronald Wyse, defendant in a
contempt of court case and a
professor of law at the University
of Montana, took the stand in the
Fourth Judicial District Court in
Missoula as a witness for the
prosecution Friday.
Saying the case was "extraor
dinary,” Wyse waived his Fifth
Amendment rights, choosing to
testify for the prosecution.
The contempt charges were filed
Jan. 12 by Missoula County At
torney Robert Deschamps.
Deschamps charged Wyse with
sending confidential information
about a juvenile, which is
protected by state law, to defense
attorneys representing Sen. Alan
Robbins of California.
Robbins is facing nine felony sex
charges involving two teen-age
girls. He has pleaded innocent to
the charges.
Wyse testified that Robbins
hired him over the phone to
investigate the background of one
of the girls charging him. The girl
was involved in a child neglect
case in Missoula in 1977. That case
was handled by the law firm of

denied that they had been replac
ed.
Bulger and Castie were among
four CRB members appointed Fall
Quarter by ASUM Vice President
Linda Lang. Also appointed were
Greg Anderson and Andrew
Matosich. CRB chairwoman Sue
Grebeldinger had been appointed
in 1979 for a two-year term.
Grebeldinger said she called
three CRB meetings during the
1980 fall quarter, yet none were
official because not enough
members showed up.
Grebeldinger said she had been
angry at Castle and Bulger

because of their attendance
records. Bulger had appeared at
only one of three meetings; Castle
m is s e d a ll th re e . L a te r
Grebeldinger said, she learned
that both had “good excuses” for
being absent. She would not be
more specific.
CRB did not meet again until last
Wednesday, when it was called to
look at the proposed new constitu
tion. At the meeting were Ander
son, Matosich, Grebeldinger . . .
and a new member, Firpo.
At Thursday’s meeting, Firpo
appeared again, this time with
Bender. Both said they had been
appointed to the CRB, apparently

New LA window plan offered
By DOUG O’HARRA
Montana Kaimln Contributing Reporter

An alternative to the plan to
cover three-fourths of the window
area in the Liberal Arts Building
has been proposed by a Great Falls
engineer.
Steve Clark, who graduated with
honors from Montana State Un
iversity Fall Quarter with a degree
in mechanical engineering,
demonstrated a model of his plan
to about 12 UM faculty and staff
members Monday afternoon. The
plan is an automated system of
sliding panels that would cover the

windows at night and uncover
them during the day.
Clark, 23, said his system would
cost about $18 per square foot tp
cover 16,000 square feet of glass in
the building, bringing the total cost
to about $288,000.
The proposed plan for covering
76 percent of the windows, ap
proved by the Board of Regents in
December, has an estimated cost
of $320,000.
Those present at the demonstra
tion expressed support for Clark’s
plan. Thomas Power, chairman of
Cont. on p. 8

Moot court team wins
For the first time in history
a moot court team from the
law school at the University
of Montana has brought
home the first place title from
the national moot court com
petition.
The team of Carey
Matovich, Paul Meismer and
Karl Seel won the prestigious
title
by
d e fe a tin g
Northwestern University on
Friday.
Matovich, the only woman
on the team, won the “ bestall argument” award for her
presentation during the
competition.
One thousand spectators
w a tched as UM and
Northwestern competed for
the national title before a
panel of nine judges. Potter
Stewart, associate justice on
the U.S. Supreme Court,
presided over the contest.

UM’s faculty adviser was J.
Martin
Burke,
assistant
professor of law.
The moot court competi
tion is sponsored by the
Young Lawyers Committee
of New York’s Association of
the Bar and the American
College of Trial Lawyers.
The competition tests law
students’ ability to argue an
issue before a court and
provides a meeting ground
for judges, lawyers and
faculty.
The UM team had to defeat
the teams from Indiana Un
iversity, Baylor University,
the University of New Mex
ico, the University of
Alabama and Southern
Methodist University for the
first place title.
UM was one of twentynine teams from across the
country to qualify for the
national competition.

Cont. on p. 8

JOHN TISDELL, senior in radio-tv, relaxes during his radio show “The Folk Show.” Tisdell, a local folk mu
sician, can be heard on Tuesdays at 1:05 p.m. on KUFM. (Staff photo by Mick Benson.)

to replace Castle and Bulger.
But Bulger and Castle were also
at Thursday’s meeting, and were
angry.
Bulger and Castle claimed CRB
membership; so did Firpo and
Bender. Grebeldinger said she
could not explain what the
problem was.
The next day, Lang in a memo
explained that no one had been
replaced and that Firpo and
Bender were out of a job.
How did the two alleged ap
pointees become members?

r

According to Firpo, he had
approached Lang last December,
looking for committee work. He
said Lang had offered him a CRB
spot, but Lang denies this.
Firpo said he also talked to
ASUM President David Curtis, who
said he would get him on CRB;
Curtis said he had not appointed
Firpo, but said he had promised to
look into getting him an appoint
ment.
Bender’s alleged appointment i§
Cont. on p. 8
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Campus police could
wear guns all the time
By CATHY KRADOLFER
Montana Kaimin Legislative Reporter

HELENA — Campus Security
officers may soon be wearing guns
24 hours a day.
At a legislative hearing yester
day, a proposal allowing campus
police to carry guns met with no
opposition, and several committee
members suggested amending the
bill to delete any restrictions on
the hours guns may be carried.
Security officers from the Un
iversity of Montana and Montana
State University, as well as student
lobbyists from MSU and the four
colleges, testified in support of
House Bill 463, which would allow
officers to carry guns between 5
p.m. and 8 a.m., when guarding
receipts and when responding to
an incident in which "potential
harm to an individual exists.”
Those testifying generally
argued that security officers are
directed by state law to protect
students, but are prevented by the
present law from doing so. The law
now allows officers to carry guns
only between the hours of sunset
and sunrise.

Ken Willett, UM Safety and
Security manager, said that the
UM and MSU campuses, with
populations of between 15,000 and
20,000, are comparable to cities
such as Miles City and Kalispell
and therefore require the same
degree of police protection.
The present law, he said, makes
that impossible because officers
are faced with the dilemma, at least
during daylight hours, of whether
to respond to a disturbance call
without a gun or turn the call over
to armed city police officers who
often take longer to respond.
Willett said cases of domestic
disturbance and rape involving
weapons have increased at UM
and put security officers in the
"stressful situation of trying to
decide, ‘do I respond or do I not
respond?’ ”
Mi ke Kelky, assistant director for
administrative services at MSU,
explained that security officers go
through a training period before
they are allowed to use guns, and
must pass a practical firearms test
Cont. on p. 8

Abortion floor fight averted
HELENA (AP) — An emotioncharged effort to outlaw abortion
is scheduled to be debated in the
Montana House of Represen
tatives tomorrow, following a lastminute deal yesterday that averted
a preliminary floor fight.
The House had been scheduled
to consider its Judiciary Com
mittee’s adverse report on-House
Joint Resolution 15, a move by
Rep. Helen O'Connell, D-Great
Falls, to call for an amendment to
the U.S. Constitution banning
abortion.
Nineteen states have passed
such resolutions, calling on Con
gress to either draft its own
amendment and submit it to the
states, or to call a Constitutional
Convention to draft the amend
ment. Backers say a demand by 34
states would force Congress to
act.
The Judiciary Committee’s 11-7
vote against the resolution raised
the possibility that the House
might have to debate the issue
twice: once on a motion to over
turn the adverse report, which
would kill the resolution; and — if
backers of the resolution won the
first fight — a second time on
whether the resolution should

pass.
The same issue took hours of
wrangling in 1979 before the
resolution was killed.
This year, leaders on both sides
agreed to overturn the committee
report, thus allowing the resolu
tion to come up for debate
tomorrow afternoon.
The vote for the deal was 81-16,
with the opposition coming from
diehard opponents of O’Connell’s
measure.

Air quality: marginal
particulate count: 80

opinion--------------------------------------------Missoula pollution irony hurts lobbying efforts
While Missoula has wheezed along
under a visible, almost palpable layer
of dirty air most of this winter, many of
its residents have been decrying recent
attempts to change Montana's air
quality standards or the way in which
they are set.
Missoula residents, suffering from
the city’s air pollution problem, are
logical opponents for attempts to lower
air standards. Vet Missoula's pollution
problem stems for the most part from
its residents’ failure to subject
themselves to voluntary standards on
the use of wood-burning stoves.
The irony has not been lost on
legislators who have listened to many
Missoula residents testify against
House and Senate bills that would
lower the standards or subject to
legislative approval any state stan
dards stricter than federal standards.
During a hearing Friday on a Senate
bill by Missoula Republican Jan John
son that would subject state standards
to legislative approval, Missoula
residents were asked by one senator
whether they and others in the city
would give up their wood stoves in turn
for higher air standards.
In a hearing last Monday, ASUM
lobbyist Mike Dahlem testified against

a similar House bill, citing a survey that
said 89 percent of University of Mon
tana students want the air standards
maintained at the current level.
He was, in turn, asked by a legislator
if students would be willing to decrease
their use of wood stoves if they really
supported high air quality standards.
These questions are representative
of the attitude many legislators hold
about Missoula and its air pollution
problem. Why should the state’s in
dustries be forced to comply with
stringent standards, they reason, when
wood-stove users will not voluntarily
restrict the use of their stoves?
So they point out this discrepancy,
probing people from Missoula about
their wood-stove use. While there may
be only a tenuous connection, that
doesn’t stop some legislators from
discounting the opinions of people
from Missoula.
And the wood-stove question is one
that residents have strong feelings
about, as evidenced by the avalanche
of letters to the Missoulian shortly after
its November series on air and woodstove pollution. Most of the letters
came from people defending their right
to burn stoves and denouncing at
tempts that may be made to curtail
wood-stove use.

The question has not been resolved
either, as evidenced by Missoula’s hazy
skyline of the past few months — an
indication that despite the health
hazards and despite the warnings,
many people do not want their rights
infringed upon by regulation of any
kind.
With such an obvious contempt for
regulation visible with a glance to the
surrounding foothills, it’s no wonder
legislators question Missoulians' ada
mant defense of state regulations on

industry.
The defenses are necessary. Mon
tanans have a right to clean air and to
high standards requiring it.
Voluntary self-regulation in Mis
soula will make a strong case for high
state regulations. But until such self
regulation occurs, Missoula opposi
tion to changes in the state air stan
dards will carry little weight with
legislators.
Sue O’Connell

I’ M AGAINST REGISTRATION!
IF THEY FORCE V§
To r e g is te r th e m , th e
n e x t T hing You kNow,
THE g o v e r n m e n t w il l
T ry To TAKE ’EM AWAY!

I KNOW
WHAT YOU
MEAN, DAP.'

letters -----Please comment
Editor: There are several topics that one
can count on hearing about every year on
this campus. One of the most frequently
discussed (s tftft Kajmiji. IHardlv a day goes
by without hearing a lively conversation
about how the Kaimin features too much of
this, or not enough of that, or any number of
improvements that people think should be
made. But because there seems no way to
change the paper, these ideas never get
past the idle discussion stage.
The ASUM Publications Board is now
beginning the process of selecting an
editor of the Kaimin for the next term. The
editor is largely responsible for the
philosophy and content of the Kaimin, and
is, therefore, one person who can bring
about changes in the paper.
We are asking the faculty and student
body to help us in this selection process.
We want to know what changes you want to
see in the paper. Do you want the new
editor to place more emphasis in a certain
area, or less emphasis in another? Is there
something the Kaimin doesn’t cover, but
should? In short, we want to hear about
anything that you would like the new editor
to change or leave the same. From your
ideas and comments, we will draw the
criteria to be emphasized in selecting the
new Kaimin editor.
All you need to do is write your ideas or
comments down and leave them at the
Publications Board mail box in the ASUM
offices.
For a Kaimin that you want, please write.
Jeff Cramer
senior, computer science
member, ASUM Publications Board

Foul words
Editor I had the misfortune to read Scott
Hagei's editorial in Thursday’s Kaimin (I
thought I would be reading a respectable
piece by the editor but I found differently)
and have finished so overwhelmingly
disgusted in the piece of, shall we say less
than tasteful quality and even less
newsworthiness. I'm disappointed in you.
Miss O'Connell, where were you when they
snuck this one in?
I was immediately in doubt of the editorial
when Mr. Hagel felt that banks (of all

thingsl) are the worst of society’s ills. When
I thought back, Mr. Hagel, I could not think
of one instance when I had been "happy” to
hear of a bank being robbed. And I’m not
even a nice guy! I’ll tell you who is ill.
It'si rather obvious that our illustrious
"managing editor (who picked this guy
anyway?) has not been to the pop machine
lately. They cost 40<t, kind sir. Writing from
hearsay perhaps? Tsk, Tsk. At least my luck
is better than yours. Last time I pressed fora
Dad’s I got an Olympia. Sorry, Charlie (said
like the Starkist people).
And then — hardware stores! Telephone
companies! Pool tables yet! Why didn't you
just stay in your context of bad taste
and bitch about the sex shops, the redlight district, and cigarette machines. I was
impressed, however, when you were able to
recognize a psychological ploy. They must
have gone to computer intelligence if they
could make you feel like a piece of meat.
Tell me, hamburger or tube steak? Ah, welt,
you keep asking them your stupid
questions and I’ll go try to find the Good
Witch of the East to change you back.
Worst of all was your delightful ending.
You didn’t have to tell us that being
attacked by a dog is no picnic. But what can
you expect when you look like a piece of
meat. Or a fire hydrant. Here, I am writing
from hearsay because I don’t know what
you look like. However, I do know what a
piece of meat looks like and I know dogs
like them. Your foul words were very
impressive also. Its nice to be a managing
editor and get to throw your weight around
like that, isn't it?
Although I am not a psychologist, as you
seem to be, I would suggest that if these
terrible things “disturb” you and “ really
matter," may I tell you about this really
good shrink I know back in . . .
Mark Smith
freshman, English

Rucker’s rag
Editor: I was quoted in Thursday's Kaimin
as saying that I thought the last couple of
SAC Activists were the equivalent of “Terry
Messman's rag." I did say that, but I want to
clarify the meaning of that statement.
I feel that Terry Messman Rucker used
the paper to re-fuel his own actions and
forgot about the principle function of any
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newspaper — education and awareness.
His principle interest and preoccupation
with civil disobedience and radical activism
served to dominate his pages.
This is not to say that Messman's paper
was not worth reading by any means. The
movement Messman Rucker is involved in
is crucial to society, and people need to be
aware of it. But I feel that this information
received more play than it deserved, for the
SAC publication is student-funded, and it
should seek to cover a variety of issues not
covered by the establishment press. This is
what Bob Phillips and I strove to do.
I apologize to Messman Rucker for my
statement. It was not necessary. I hope the
Kaimin's readers understand what I meant
by it.

posedly must be holding separate levers.
But, this finger cutter can now be operated
with one hand.
The purpose of this letter is to point out
the need for students to get the University
of Montana administration to stop cutting
off students’ fingers in the printing depart
ment.
The cutting machine should be replaced.
A safety committee composed of students,
staff, faculty as well as managers should be
formed to try to prevent injuries to
everyone.
Owen Hummel
staff, printing department

Letters Policy

Steve Stuebner
senior, journalism/history
co-editor, The SAC

Letters should be: • Typed, preferably triple-spaced; •
Signed with the author's name, class, major, telephone
number and address; • No more than 300 words (longer
letters occasionally will be accepted); • Mailed or
brought to the Montana Kaimin, J-206; • Received before
3 p m. for publication the following day. Exceptions may
be made, depending on the volume of letters received.
The Kaimin reserves the right to edit all letters and is
under no obligation to print ail letters received.
Anonymous letters o r pseudonyms w ill not be accepted.

Finger cutter
Editor On the bulletin board in the printing
department is a safety award. Next to the
bulletin board is a machine that was
designed to cut paper, large amounts of
paper.

________________________/

montana

There have been four lost-time accidents
on this cutting machine in the last few
years. Last year a student accidentally cut
off part of his finger.
I wrote to Ken Willett, the person re
sponsible for safety at the University of
Montana. After several months he
answered: It would be impossible to add
safety devices. That is his answer. I don’t
know what kind of an investigation was
conducted. '
It appears that this finger cutter has been
somewhat altered. In order for the cutter
blade to be operated, both hands sup-

V-
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sue o'connell ....................................................................editor
scot! hagel .....................................................managing editor
scott davidson ............................................... business manager
Published every Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday of
the school year by the Associated Students o f the University of
Montana. The School of Journalism uses the Montana Kaimin for
practice courses but assumes no responsibility and exercises no
control over p o lio / or content The opinions expressed on the
editorial page do not necessarily reflect the view of ASUM. the
state or the university administration Subscription rates: $7 a
quarter. $16 per school year Entered as second class material at
Missoula. Montana 59812.
(USPS 360-160)

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
LEVS GO BACK TO THE BEGIN
NING OF YOUR CAPVm , SHALL
. W E, MR. DUKE? A T LASTREPORT
4 YOUWERE FACING A PRE-DAWN
FIRING SQUAD. \

R M T. A T THATPONT, NFGOmONS
HAD KIND O F BOGGED DOWN. I
W AS FORCED TOMAKEA LAST-OnO!
OFFEROF *250,000, RHCH rTW RNED
OUTWASTHEGOINGRATEFU£ A STAY
OFEXECUTION. /

IT WAGAN INCREDIBLE RIP-O FF,
BUT I FIGURED, WHAT THEH ELL,
ID BE LONGGONEBYTHE TIMEM Y
CHECKBOUNCED. UNFORWNATELY,
THEYLOCKEDMEUP N A HOTEL AG
INSURANCE. ,
^

OKAY, BALD
**1
ONE, BACK'D 1 CAN'T
THEROOF.
UNDERSTAND
I
TT. THEYMUST
HAVEFROZEN i
MY A5GEB.

Better Weather
Bargains
Schm idt

cans

Columbia

. . . ........................... ..

Cold P a c k s

$1.45/6

..........$2.95/12

Schlitz nr’s
..............$2.10/6
K en w o od White Table ............. $ 2 . 9 0 / 7 5 0 ml
Calendar
Countdown
OKM BALD LOOK, FELLAHS. I
iyjF RArrm REALLYTHIHKYOURE
W VYF
OVERREACTING. WHY

f/nerw. K^mfiniuTTHTHE

US OVER ONE LOUSY
BADCHBOCk

30 %

I MEAN. LFYOURESOBENT [
ON CREATING AN M B IN A HONAL INCIDENT.WHYDONT |
YOUJU S TS EIZE THE WHOLE |
^UNITED STATES
EM BASSY? K

549-2127

Open Every
Day

FREDDY’S
FEED A N D R EA D

Fridays
’til 11:00 p.m.
1221 Helen
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UM student government candidates
begin election campaigns on Monday
of which now is spent by the
administration. A student-faculty
committee acts only as an advisory
Eliminating the "bullshit” in board. Money in the building fee
student government, increasing fund comes directly out of student
ASUM officers' accessibility and fees.
Other issues Spaulding and
student control of student money
are issues students will hear a lot of Johnson will raise are possible
in upcoming ASUM election cam property-tax breaks for Greek
houses and a student poll to help
paigns.
The three teams running for ASUM Programming decide what
students
want
president/vice president — Greg entertainment
Anderson/Andrew
Matosich, brought to UM.
Carl Burgdorfer, senior in
Wayne Kimmet/Sue Grebeldinger
administration,
and
and Steve Spaulding/Eric Johnson business
— briefly outlined their platforms Merle Pedersen, junior in business
administration, are the two can
yesterday.
r They pind 2|8 other candidates for^, didates for ASUM business
ASUM office, and Central Board manger.
begin^ampSgnihg? M onda^ancf'- "•“ HVenty TitmTof the 36 d&fStf&nf*''-'
close out the campaign the day didates are running as part of
before the election, which is Feb. organized parties; the remainder
are unaffiliated.
25. *
The 20-member University Party
Because only three teams have
filed for president/vice president, is comprised of: Robin Castle,
there will be no primary this year. p a rty co -c h a irw o m a n and
“ A few really key aspects” of sophomore in biology; Marquette
p a rty
co
ASUM should be emphasized, M c R a e -Z o o k ,
Grebeldinger said, such as chairwoman and freshman in
ASUM’s Legislative Committee general studies; John Smith, junior
and ASUM’s role in collective in philosophy/economics; Scott
bargaining between the University Stanaway, junior in business ad
Teachers’ Union and the Montana ministration; Ken Dermer, senior
in forestry; Dennis Olson, junior in
university system.
In answers to allegations that history/political science; Michelle
s o p h o m o re
in
she and Kimmet are running a joke K o s s e ,
Anitra
campaign, Grebeldinger said, “We economics/philosophy;
are going to run an unusual Hall, junior in history/political
campaign," with humorous cam science; Jim Brennan, sophomore
in sociology/social work; Deanna
paign posters.
s e n io r
in
Anderson said that ASUM of B o r n h o ft,
ficers and CB members must make philosophy/French; Bjorn Goldis,
an “ outward effort” to know junior in philosophy; Kent Spence,
students’ concerns, thus making junior in philosophy; Thomas
in
student government more respon H a rtm a n , s o p h o m o re
philosophy; Amy Pfeifer, junior in
sive to students.
He said ASUM also should economics/philosophy; Andrew
communicate more often with the Stroble, freshman in philosophy;
University of Montana administra Lucy Brieger, graduate in en
vironmental studies; Ruth Sjelvik,
tion and the Board of Regents.
Better coordination among graduate in environmental studies;
S o u vig n e y,
ASUM factions and fiscal accoun Je a n n e -M a rie
tability of student groups also graduate in environmental studies;
should be stressed, Matosich add Kerin B ra n in e , ju n io r in
economics/philosophy; and Paul
ed.
Spaulding said student control K e tte n r in g , fre s h m a n in
over student-financed buildings economics.
The 9-member Associate
such as the University Center
should be better defined. Student Students Party is comprised of:
money currently is paying off the Matthew Firpo, party chairman
mortgage for the UC. When that and sophomore in journalism;
mortgage is paid off, control Cletus Weber, freshman in general
reverts to the UM administration. studies; Dan Hallsten, freshman in
Two
previously
student- e co n o m ics; M ark T re n ka ,
financed buildings — the Lodge s o p h o m o re
in
b u s in e s s
Tom
and the Fine Arts Building — adm inistration/pre-law ;
ended up under UM administration Agamenoni,
sophomore
in
control, and this should not business administration; Jennifer
happen again, Johnson said.
Eversman, freshman in business
Spaulding also wants student a d m in is tra tio n ; Ja c q u e lin e
control of building fee money, part Cazalet, sophomore in interper
By MIKE DENNISON
Montana Kaimin Reporter

sonal communications/radio-TV;
Tim Smith, freshman in jour
nalism; and Garth Ferro, freshman
in business administration.
Running unaffiliated are: John
Bulger, sophomore in general
s tu d ie s; P a rry T a llm a d g e ,
sophomore in drama; Evan Caster,
freshman in honors; Janet Rice,
junior in drama; Jennifer Fenchak,
freshman in interpersonal com
munications; James Morehouse,
sophomore
in pre-physical
therapy; and Carlos Pedraza,
freshman in honors.

Seeks a New Editor
Applications are now being accepted for
Montana Kaimin editor. Term of office
extends through the Winter Quarter, 1982.
Applications may be picked up at the Mon
tana Kaimin, J 206.
Completed applications should be left in the
Kaimin Business Office, J 206. Deadline for
submission of applications is* 5 p.m.,
Wednesday, Feb. 11.

Selection for the position is made by
the five-member Publications Board

Bulger, Bornhoft, Goldis, Castle

liby Pffejfer ire currently on 'CB.'
J
§
~t’~
'
Noorr forums for the candidates
will be held in the UC Mall Feb. 18
(president/vice president) and
Feb. 19 (CB candidates.)

BE A POWER
BEHIND THE
ENERGY CRISIS
Abroad, Peace Corps
helps build mud-brick
stoves, solar grain dryers
and pedal-powered ma
chinery. At home, VISTA
helps communities insu
late their dwellings and
keep their furnaces run
ning. Lend your energy
and brain power to the
poor.

See recruiters in the Student
Union through Thursday, 94.

A S U M is now accepting appli
cations to fill the following
open committee positions:

•
•
•
•
•

Legal Services
Campus Recreation
Traffic Board
University Athletics
University Standards
Applications are available
in the A S U M Office
U C 105

PACE APPLICATIONS
are now available at the
Career Resource Library
basement of the Lodge.

243-4711
Application Deadline February 13
Montana Kaimin • Tuesday, February 3, 1981— 3
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sports ----------------------------------Griz fan spends time in Cat den
By KAREN McGRATH
Montana Katenin Contributing Reporter

"Poor Grizzlies! Poor Grizzlies!
The tables turned. It was the
Bobcat's turn to yell. And it was my
turn to feel demeaned.
In previous Cat-Grizzly games,
I've always been one of those
obnoxious people screaming,
“ Poor Bobcats! Poor Bobcats!” as
my sad Montana State University
friends sat around and looked at
me, tears in their eyes, wishing I
would shut up.
But MSU fans can be just as
obnoxious. And I can turn on the
tears like you would not believe.
And at Saturday's 209th meeting
between the Grizzlies and the
Bobcats, there was plenty to cry
about.
I wanted to sit with my MSU
friends because they had
smuggled in a couple of bottles.
What’s a Cat-Griz game without a
bottle?
But as the start of the game
approached, I began to feel that I
was not welcome at all.
“ Poor Grizzlies! Poor Grizzlies!”
It was hard to put up with. So was
the game.
The Bobcats routed Montana,
the Big Sky Conference pre
season favorite, 71-54.
The Bobcats outplayed Univer
sity of Montana in every aspect of
the game, especially on defense.
The Grizzlies were held to just one
field goal in the first five minutes of
play, and Grizzly scoring leader
Craig Zanon was limited to just six
points before he fouled out late in
the game.

SAM SHEPARD • BROOKE ADAMS • RICHARD GERE
LAST TIMES TONITE
SHOWS at 7:00 and 9:15 P.M.

SEX
SELLS

The
Naked
Truth:

Advertising’s Image of Women
Presented by Jean Kilbourne

“Jean Kilbourne is a remarkably insightful critic and
researcher of American mores.”
Jerzy Kosinski, Novelist and Educator

U S
LSAT • MCAT • 6RE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT
NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

8:00 P.M.
U .C. B A L L R O O M
W EDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

FREE

KIIPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For information, Plaasa Call:

A N A S U M P R O G R A M M IN G P R E S E N T A T IO N

^ _ ( 2 0 6 ) 523-7617 _

The Bobcats accomplished what
they had set out to do. They
humbled the Grizzlies on the floor
and those of us in the stands.
The Cats had a real good trick
before the game to fire up their
own fans while putting a scare into
the Griz.
They slid out onto the floor to the
rhythm of Kool & The Gang's
"Celebration," performing Harlem
Globetrotter moves all the way.
The MSU crowd ate it up. And
the Griz fans bit their nails.
MSU coach Bruce Haroldson
was no slouch either. He ran out
with his team and danced and
c la p p e d
w ith
th e
MSU

cheerleaders, getting the Cat fans
on their feet.
And
UM
coach
M ik e
Montgomery bit his nails.
Bob Niehl, UM assistant coach,
felt the tension. "It doesn't matter
where this game is played," he
said. “The tension is high here and
everywhere.”
I know I'll be insane Feb. 28
when the Bobcats travel to Mis
soula to take on the Griz.
I'll invite my MSU friends to sit
with me in the Griz crowd. I might
even have a bottle or two.
Besides, I lost four dollars and
two cases of beer on the Grizzlies
in Bozeman, and I want it back.
“ Poor Bobcats! Poor Bobcats!”

Grizzly handball team
builds for championship
Not many people know it, but the
University of Montana has a varsity
handball team.
A lot of people are also not aware
that the UM handball team finished
fifth in the national championships
last year at the University of
California at Irvine.
There are four people, however,
who know all of this very well. They
are three remaining members of
last year’s four-man team and their
coach, Dick Shields.
The team members, Jon Jourdonnais, a senior in wildlife
biology, Ed Wakefield, a senior in
accounting and Walter Walsh, a
senior in microbiology, are in the
process of filling out their new

Lady Grizzlies
victor and loser
in Washington
The Lady Grizzlies basketball
team split a pair of games in Seattle
last weekend. Friday, they fell to
the University of Washington, 6160, and Saturday, they surged past
non-conference opponent Seattle
University, 61-45.
Seattle University, a former
Division I school, was ranked 16th
in the nation among Division
II teams and prior to Saturday had
lost only once in 18 outings.

team for the 1981 championships,
which will be held at the University
of Colorado in Boulder, March 6
through 8.
The fourth man from last year’s
squad, John Zobenica, graduated,
leaving one vacancy. An expan
sion in the team scoring system
and the number of players allowed
on a team opened another.
The Intercollegiate Handball
Association made the scoring and
player changes, according to
Jourdonnais, to "help promote
greater participation among the
schools in the country.”
The two new players, to be
selected Feb. 11, are being chosen
from among the members of the
UM Handball Club. The competi
tion has been narrowed down;tot
six players, who are currently
competing in a round robin tour
nament to determine the newteam
members.
Jourdonnais said he believes
this year's team, which competes
year round, will have a good
chance to win the national title.
“With the core of last year's team
returning, and with the caliber of
the replacement members we'll be
getting, we should have a good
shot,” he said.
The Lake Forest College, III.,
team won the title last year, and
Jourdonnais said it will be the team
to beat this year.

Become an Executive in 21 Weeks — Army OCS
GET IN ON TH E FAST TRACK
In today's job market, your degree
may not be enough to land you a job
In management. But it can help you
become an Army officer.
As an officer, you'll develop your
abilities to organize, train and
motivate people — just the skills you
need for private industry. And you'll
discover an officer's job can be
challenging, demanding and very
rewarding.' For both men and women.
You'll begin with a 21-week training
program, which Includes Officer Can
didate School (OCS). And in less than
six months (once you successfully
complete the training program), you'll
become a second lieutenant.
NOT EVERYONE QUALIFIES
You must be a U.S. citizen or have
been lawfully admitted Into the
U n ite d S ta te s fo r p erm a n e nt
residence. You must be a college
graduate. And you must be from 19 to
29 years old (not having passed your
29th birthday at the time you enlist.)
If you're a senior, you can apply
early and get our entrance exams out
of the way. If you pass the exams,
we'll guarantee you OCS enrollment
In writing.

LEARN TO BE A LEADER
It all starts with Initial Entry Train
ing. For seven weeks, you’ll learn the
fine art of soldiering. Calisthenics.
Drills. Rifle ranges. Lectures. And as
you train, you'll make some lifelong
friends.
. Then, 14 weeks in OCS will chal
lenge you mentally and physically.
And after practical exercises and
classes in military studies, field train
ing, leadership, organization, and
management, you'll come out ready
to lead. An officer.
YOU EARN YOUR COMMISSION
Becoming a second lieutenant is
hard work. But when you step for
ward to accept your commission,
you'll experience a tremendous feel
ing of accomplishment and pride.
When they pin on those gold bars,
you'll realize that a job is just a job,
but a commission in the Army gives
you the mark of distinction. The mark
of a proven leader. Then you'll begin
an exciting new way of life.
YOU ALSO EARN EXTRA BENEFITS
As an Army officer, you’ll have
many responsibilities. And some
special privileges. Like membership
in the officer's club. That's in addi

tion to Army benefits such as health
care and up to 30 days earned vaca
tion a year. And there may even be a
chance to travel or live abroad.
START WORK TOWARDS YOUR
MASTERS OR DOCTORATE
Since the Army knows a good of
ficer never stops learning, you may
get a chance to pursue an advanced
degree on a full- or part-time basis. If
your courses get Army approval and
apply to your specialty, financial aid
may be made available. But this In
curs extra service. Naturally, your Ar
my responsibilities come first.
LOOK A T OSC AS AN
INVESTMENT
It's hard to measure Intangibles
like self-reliance, responsibility and
maturity. Yet these are some of the
most Important benefits of being an
Army officer.

Staff Sergeant Gerald Fogle w ill be on cam pus in the union
answer yo ur questions. Or, call him co lle ct in Helena at 442-4750.

TAKE TH E FIRST STEP
SEE YOUR LOCAL ARMY REP
RESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFOR
MATION.
build in g

Feb. 3 and 4 to

Join The People Who’ve Joined The Army
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UM GYMNAST KARI SHEPHERD performs on the balance beam in a
women's gymnastics meet Friday night between the University of
Montana and Montana State University. MSU defeated the Lady Grizzlies
122.3-117.75. The top performer for Montana was Shawn Leary, who
finished third in the all-around competition with 30.35 points. (Photo by
Terry Hamilton.)

Chimps, like humans, express love, expert says
By DOUG O'HARRA
Montana Kaimin Contributing Reporter

For the first three days after her
2-m onth-old baby died of
pneumonia, she would turn to her
closest friend and ask, "Baby?
Where's my baby?"
“ It’s dead," he would tell her.
“Gone. Finished."
Her arms, folded across her
stomach in the gesture that means
“ baby" in American sign language,
would slowly unfold and sag down.
She would turn, shuffle to a corner,
and stare at the floor through her
wet, dark eyes.
A mother’s grief is terrible and
profound. And Washoe, a 140pound chimpanzee, proved no
exception.
Dr. Roger Fouts, Washoe's
trainer and companion for more
than 13 years, spoke Friday night
in the University Center Ballroom
to about 500 people about his
experiences teaching Washoe and
other chimpanzees American sign
language, and his theory for the
origin of human language.
Fouts, the 1981 speaker for the
annual University of Montana
Distinguished Speakers' Series, is
a psychologist at Central
Washington University and work
ed at the University of Oklahoma’s
Institute for Primate Studies for
almost 10 years.
Fouts said he had hoped to see
whether Washoe would teach sign
language to her baby. Also, he
said, he wanted to examine the
way th e s ig n
la n g u a g e
"penetrated” the chimpanzees’
relationship.
After the infant died, he said, he
brought Loulis, a 10-month-old
male, to Washoe.’ According to
Fouts, Loulis picked up his first
sign within eight days.— patting
the hand on top of the .head, a
geitflii«fV)hich'f0ferred9ftdG®stg«,|ii
one of the graduate students.
To ensure that Loulis learned
only from Washoe, Fouts said the
humans used only seven signs
with him. Loulis is nearly 3 years
old now and has learned 20 diffirent signs from Washoe — none
of which are the signs used by
the humans. Fouts said Washoe
would teach Loulis by forming his
fingers into the proper positions
for the signs.
At a press conference held
earlier Friday afternoon, Fouts
said that chimpanzees are rational
and have the same feelings of love
and jealousy as humans. Fouts’
wife, Debbie, who also works with
the chimpanzees, said that
although Washoe sometimes has
crushes on male graduate
students and is jealous of their
attention, she treats Fouts like an
older brother.
“ They’re just really good
friends,” she said.
Fouts said chimpanzees reach
puberty at 9, full maturity at 21, and
can live to be 60 years old. Washoe
is 15, he said.
Fouts said male chimpanzees
average 62 inches in height and
weigh between 150 and 200
p ounds. The fem a le s are
somewhat smaller, he said, but
both are much stronger than
humans — about five times
stronger pound for pound, and up
to eight times stronger in the arms.
Once, Fouts said, when he was
exercising 5-year-old Phooey on a
lead, Phooey ran up a tree and
wouldn’t come down. Fouts said
he wrapped the lead around his
hand and gave it a tug. “ His
response was to reach down with
one arm and pull me up," Fouts
said, “which left me swinging in the
air.”
Fouts said that chimpanzees
use a different grammar than

humans. Rather than signing
"you ticke me” as a human would,
he said, they sign “you me tickle.”
He said the reason might be that
chimpanzees are social creatures
and need to mention whoever is
involved before stating the action.
Fouts also said that Washoe has
created new sign combinations
when confronted with the un
familiar. He said she named
radishes “cry hurt food," and
called a duck a “water bird.” Once,
he said, when Washoe vomited, a
graduate student asked her what
was on the floor. Washoe looked
and named it “ berry lotion."

Fouts said wild chimpanzees
have a natural sign language.
When they want to be groomed, he
said, they signal by raising an arm
over their head. He said this
grooming isn’t really for removing
ticks and fleas, but serves as
affection and social interaction. He
said humans use the same kind of
signal when they say “ hello” in the
morning. With the chimpanfzees,
he said, the gestures serve as the
“ binder” of their social unit.
Fouts §aid he believes human
language started in the same way.
According to Fouts, when humans

Habeck to study deer
James Habeck, University of
Montana botany professor, will be
funded $15,000 by the Forest
. Service to determine the historical
influence of fire in the upper Swan
Valley white-tail deer winter
range.
Habeck will work with the Forest
Service and the Montana Depart
ment of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
because the study may help them
with winter range management for

week in preview
TODAY
Tables
Peace Corps (through Friday)
Army (through Wednesday)
Wildlife Club (through Wednesday)
Miscellaneous
Peace Corps Interviews, 9 a.m,. UC Montana
Rooms
Guaranteed Student Loan Workshop, 10 a.m., UC
Montana Rooms
SAC film and lecture: Robert Ream, 7 p.m., SC 131
SAC lecture: Bill Cunningham, Wilderness Socie
ty, 7:30 p.m., UC Lounge
Faculty Organ Recital: John Ellis, 8 p.m., MRH
WEDNESDAY
Meetings
Powell Area Cost Share, 9 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms
Budget/Finance, 6 p.m., ASUM Conference Room
Central Board, 7 p.m., UC Montana Rooms
Lectures
Facuhy, Showcase^Series^Dean Kathryij.Mattin,
noon, e^307
=»* * I K *
Jean Kilbourne: ‘The Naked Truth: Advertising's
Image of Women," 8 p.m., UC Ballroom
Miscellaneous
Brown Bag: “ ERA; will it pass, and who cares?",
noon, UC Montana Rooms
CARP Forum: “ Human Rights," noon, UC Mall
Peace Corps film , 7 p.m., UC Montana Rooms
Outdoor Resource Presentation: Montana
Trappers' Association, 7 p.m., UC Lounge
ORC Presentation: Peyton Moncure, 8 p.m., UC
Lounge
THURSDAY
Lectures
Sigma Xi lecture: Ian Lange, noon, SC 304
Steven Running on "Applications of Computer
Modeling in Quantifying Tree Water Stress," 4 p.m.,
MA 109
Mortar Board lecture: Ron Dulaney. 7 p.m., UC
Lounge
Films
Winter Film Series: "Catherine the Great: A Profile
of Power;” "American Women: Portraits of
Courage;” "Albert Einstein: The Education of a
Genius," 7:30 p.m., SS 362
“La Soufriere" and “The Great Ecstasy of the
Sculptor Steiner," 8 p.m., UC Ballroom
Miscellaneous
Peace Corps interviews. 9 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms
Missoula Chapter CPA's Luncheon, noon, UC
Montana Rooms
Journalism Accreditation Luncheon, noon, UC
Montana Rooms
University-community Chess Club. 7 p.m., SS 356
FRIDAY
Meetings
Aletheia, 7 a.m., ASUM Conference Room
Miscellaneous
Peace Corps interviews. 9 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms
Pharmacy Over-the-Counter Drug Fair, 9 a.m., UC
Mall
Small business management seminar, 9 a.m.. UC
Montana Rooms, Luncheon to follow at noon
Coffeehouse: Chris Dodson, 8 p.m., UC Lounge

Invade Russia?
A Seattle man is planning
to invade the Soviet Union
and 14 other countries in a
35-foot sloop.
John
R u n n in g s , a
carpenter, said he and mem
bers of a group called Uni
lateral Initiatives intend to
sail to Russia without a flag,
visas or passports, leaving
Eilis Island, N.Y. on May 2.
The purpose of the
odyssey, Runnings said, “ is
to provoke an international
incident that will create an
international audience” for
his theories on world peace.

deer.
Because fires have not been
permitted to burn in the area in
recent years, the deer habitat has
changed. Habeck said he will
study the age of trees and their fire
scars to recreate how fire affected
the deer habitat and to see how
modern fire practices have
affected it.
Habeck, who will start the study
this spring or summer, said natural
disturbances like fire are beneficial
to wildlife because they increase
ground plants that are used as
food. He said he hopes the study
will show what management with
and without fire will do to the
deers’ range.
The study will run through
September, 1983.
Habeck also wants to determine
how logging has affected the deer
population in the area. Logging is
the dominant land use in the Swan
Valley and deer habitat has been
reduced by the loss of plant
ground cover.

’otcLvcc
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freed their hands by walking
upright, they probably used them
for gestures and signals, as wild
chimpanzees do today. And since
communication is the “ binder” of
all social relationships, he said,
those humans that used gestures
were more likely to breed, and thus
were pushed to develop language
through evolution.
Fouts said he would eventually
like to set up a preserve and form a
community of home-reared chim
panzees. He said that home-reared
chimpanzees are usually given to
zoos because they grow too strong
to be handled. He said the preserve
would be an alternative to life in a
cage. Another reason for creating
a preserve is that Washoe will
probably outlive him, he said.
“Who will take care of her after
I'm gone?” he said.

for your
framing
needs, art
supplies, &
visit our
gallery.
10% Discount to Students
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* Gallary
725 W. Alder
721-3474
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BIR K ENSTO CK SALE
• A L L S TYLES 20% off
• Free multi-color Birk Poster
• Sale good through Sat., Feb. 7th

HIDE & SO LE

• Downtown • 549-0666

HELP
THE THIRD
WORLD
DEVELOP
ROOTS.
Developing nations worldwide need foresters— to help
them with forest management, erosion control, and
watershed preservation. Careful resource planning is
vital to Third World countries. You can help them and
their forests. Put your skills to use. Join Peace Corps.
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Grow with us.
See reergiters in the Student
Union, 9-4, through Thursday. Apply today.

^W e/aune-/

winter Clearance

The

Prices effective through Feb. 28, 1981

Winter Jackets

____25% off
(Doesn’t include brown duck)

Painter Pants

Reg. 12.75 Saie_............

$395

natural • red • blue • black

Sorel Caribou Pacs

Sale

_4595

reg. 64.60

sayswSt) Klondike Flannel Shirts Sai e 5 9 5
Q u a lity S u p filt}
Montana Kaimin • Tuesday, February 3, 1981— 5

classifieds
lost and found
FOUNO: Oavid Allen Chaplin, you lost your wallet in
the LA Bldg.___________________________ 53-4

PEACE CORPS
PRACTICES
APPLIED SC IB IC E.

LOST: 1st Down Ski Jacket missing from food
service Saturday. Dark blue, light blue liner. Turn
into Aber desk, reward No questions asked
________________________________________53-4
LOST: Two tone brown leather and knit driving
gloves. Taken from LA 304 Have no sentimental
value but are desperately needed Please return to
the Kaimtn Business Office. Thanx.
53-4

And Peace Corps vol
unteers with science
backgrounds do the
applying. Teaching biol
ogy, working on sanita
tion improvements, or
disease control. If you
have science training or
aptitude, apply.

FOUND: LAST Wed. Woman's Bulova wrist watch.
Call 549-6949.__________________________ 50-4
LOST: LADIES' gold-colored wrist watch — Timex
— either in Lodge or between Lodge and U.C.
Please call 728-1486.____________________ 50-4

LOST: Curly-haired cockapoo. black with white chin
and chest, wearing a brown collar. Answers to
"Billy Joe." needs medication. Call 549-7012 or
return to 521 Woodworth.
53-

LOST: WED. eve. from Laundra Queen, down jacket
and one sneaker. Sentimental value, handmade
jacket. No questions. Reward. 549-6820. Mrs. Ken
Young.
50-4

LOST: Brown, 3 section U of M notebook w/Micro.
Geo. & Math notes. Needed Badly!!! If found call
and ask for Charlie. 549-7562.
52-4

LOST AT Griz pool. Necklace w/fish and cross. If
found call 243-2148.
50-4

LOST: 4 MONTH old, black Malamute cross puppy,
white on chest andloes. Black collar. Last seen in
vicinity of Aber Hall Sun. night. 243-5294 or 2432012,721-4294
50-4

personals

FOUND— Pair of men's ski gloves in Business
Bulding. Call 721-2828 and identify.
52-4
LOST: Keys on campus. Car key (Datsun). house
key and a few others on U of M ring. Call 549-8880
after 5 p.m.
52-4

See recruiters in the
Student Union through
Thursday, 9-4.

LOST: FRIDAY n ig h t 1/23 U.C. Lounge
Coffeehouse: 1 handmade brown wool hat with
blue specks. 1 pair sheepskin mittens. Please
return! These have great sentimental value and are
dose to my heart! (Besides th a t I'm cold!) If you
have them, please return to info, desk in U.C. or
call 543-3756, Maggie.___________________ 50-4

LOST: Texas Instrument calculator in the Business
School. Drop off in Business School office or call
549-8712, 728-4760. after 5.
52-4

I REUSABLE COUPON RMWBWBUnnStBIflUnZia

This Month*s Special. . .

GYROS

H°<U

Limit 2 per person, per coupon— Good through entire
month of February— N o Substitutes
Orders Available to go.

A T H E N S GREEK F O O D
Hours: Mon.*Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

2021 South A ve. W .

Free
pretzels
on
Bar

1/2 Price
Draft
s.
Beer

NEED something for a hangover? come to the OverThe-Counter Drug Fair in the U.C Mall February
6.10 a m.-3 p.m. and in Southgate February 7.11
____________________ 53-4
a.m.-S p.m.
PATTY: Do I make your engine rev? Ev

53-1

CLEAVAGE for fun and profit? The Naked Truth— .
Advertising's Image of Women, Feb. 4.8 p.m . U.C.
Ballroom. FREE!
52-3
THE NAKED TRUTH— Advertising's Image of
Women. Lectures by Jean Kilboume Feb. 4, 8
p.m U.C. Ballroom. FREE!_______________ 52-2
SEX FOR SALES? The Naked Truth. Feb 4 .8 p.m ,
UC Ballroom. FREEI
,
52-3
DAVID DUKE, Feb. 18. Tickets now on sale in U.C.
Box Office. $1.00 Students. $2.00 General Public.
________________________________________ 51-6

HUMAN RIGHT'S DAYS Wed.. February 4th, Thurs..
February 5th. Local to International forum Wed.
12:00 Noon. Table— Information. Sponsored by
CARP— Collegiate Association for the Research
of Principles. Info. 549-2747. President Michael
Yakawich.
53-1
OUT IN MONTANA, a gay male and lesbian
organization has established a resource center in
Missoula. A variety of activities are offered by the
organization. For more information call 728-8589
between 3-10 p.m. Also in service are two hot
lines, the numbers are 728-8758 for men end 5422684 for women.
53-1
DINKHANDLE TW IST?— N o DIRKHANDLE
TWIST— The best of Lost Highway and the best of
Live W ire ’C h o ir— Tuesday-S aturday— The
fo ru m — Beneath the Acapulco.
53-2
FIRST BEER FREE with student I.D.— Student I.D.
Night. The Forum— Beneath The Acapulco.
_______________________________________ 53-1
X-COUNTRY SKIERS trip of a lifetime to Schafer’s
Meadow in the Great Bear Wilderness. Supplies
taken in by dog team. For more info contact
Dennis Baldwin. Big River Camps, Inc., P.O. Box
672, Kalispell, 755-7602._________________ 53-1
ALL THOSE people interested in submitting work
for art exhibit in U.C. Lounge for Black History
Month, work should be submitted by Feb. 6th.
Contact Bridges, 721-3856 or bring work to U.C.
Bookstore Art Department. Auton Gibson
between 9 & 4.
53-4
All those people interested in participating in
BLACK HISTORY MONTH call 721-3856 or 5492081 or 728-5275._______________________ 53-4

BEER & PRETZEL NITE

TYPING. Editing 778-6393 Sandy, after 5.
about over-the-counter drugs at the O.T.C. Drug
Fair in the U.C Mall Feb. 8th, I0 a m * 3 p m andm
Southgate Mall Feb. 7th 11 a m -5 p.m.
53-4

DR. RON DULANEY of the Econ. Dept, will give his
"Last Lecture" Thursday at 7 p.m. in the U.C.
Lounge. *_____________________________ 53-3
FOUND— One Dynamic Economics professor to
give "Last Lecture." Hear Ron Dulaneys words of
wisdom Thursday, 7 p.m. in the U.C. Lounge.
FREE._________________________________ 53-3

BACHELOR'S RECIPES: For 15 simple and tasty
meals, send $3.00 to: York-19.222 E. 86th St., New
York. NY 10028. Satisfaction guaranteed.
49-6
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY options, call Marie.
728-3820. 728-3845. 251-2513 or Mimi. 549-7317. *
_____________________________
47-27
NEED A friendly ear? Come to the Student Walk-in.
Special entrance east end of HEALTH SERVICE.
OPEN 8 a m.-5 p.m. and 8 p .m -11.30 p.m.
weekdays; Sat. 8 p.m.-12 a m.. Sunday 8 p.m.11:30 p.m. WE CARE!__________________ 44-30
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening Student Walk-in. Student
Health Service Building. Southeast Entrance.
Weekdays 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and 8 p.m.-11:30 p .m .;.
Saturday 8 p m, -12 a m.; Sunday 8 p m - 1 1 30p.m.
43-30

51-22

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Berta Piane. 251-4125
after 5 Campus pick-up. delivery.________44-30
THESIS TYPING service 549-7958________ 40-34
IBM RUSH typing Lynn. 549-8074. Professional
editor and thesis specialist.
38-36

automotive
1977 CHEV. Blazer. 4 s p d , stereo,
condition. $4,200. 273-2940 evenings.

transportation
RIDE NEEDED to and from Santa Barbara. CA o r
anywhere near there Leave Feb 11 return by Feb
17. Call Cheryl Gordon. 543-4543.
53-4
RIDE NEEDED to Laural MT. Feb. 12th. will help with
gas. Call 543-8271.______________________53-4
RIDE NEEDED to and from Spokane. WA. the
evening of Feb 11 is the planned departure date,
but it does not matter. Will help with gas Please
call 543-5854. Ask for Janice!
53-4
I NEED a ride to Seattle anytime between Jan. 31 and
Feb. 4. Will help with gas expenses and driving.
Call Sue at 721-1327.____________________51-4
RIDE NEEDED: fo r 3 women to G t Falls. Can leave
Feb. 11th or 12th. to return Feb. 18th. Will share
expenses. Call 243-2115.
50-4

(or sale
RUMMAGE SALE Feb. 3, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 1st United
M e th o d is t C h u rc h ,
300
E a st M a in .
Clothing/Dishes/Appliances-Furniture.
53-1
BIKE for Sale: 3 sp Hawthorne. $40.543-8254.

53-4

GUITAR FOR SALE. A Martin 000-281967. Call 7287768 after 6.
53-4

help wanted
COOP POSITION FOR GRAD STUDENTS:USDA
Forest Service, Public Information Specialist. GS5 or 7. For more info and application forms, come
to the Co-op Ed. Office. Main Hall 125, Ext. 2815.
Deadline: Feb. 6.1981.
51-4

for rent
PRIVATE BEDROOM, share kitchen, bathroom,
living room. $12S/month. utilities included,
laundry facilities half block from U. 728-7743.
________________________________________52-3

NEEDED DAYCARE HOMES in Univ. area to care
fdr students' children. Paid monthly, food
reimbursed by ASUM Daycare. Call 243-5751.
________________________
52-2

NICE One Bedroom furnished apt. Utilities paid
except lights. Close to U. $225/month. 721-3228
nights.________________________________ 52-3

OVERSEAS JOBS— Summer/Year round. Europe,
S. Amer, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500$1200/monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC
Box 52-MT-2 Corona Del Mar, Calif. 92625. 51-22

LARGE 1-BDRM. apartment, w /d hook-up, no pets.
$180/mo.s+ deposit. 549-2687 or 543-5953. 50-4

MODEL NEEDED fo r Billings style show. Free
haircut. Call Roseann 543-4364.
50-4
JOBS IN Alaska! Summer/year-round. High pay;
$800-2000 monthly! All fields — Parks, Fisheries,
Oil Industry and more! 1981 Employer listings,
information guide. $4.00. Alasco, Box 9337, San
Jose. CA 95157.
47-8

DEAR ANONYMOUS— I will forever be dancing
down sidewalks for you and anyone so kind as to
let me know how happy it makes them. Laura S.
________________________________________ 53-1

typing

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPSI American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3 00 for info. Seafax, Dept. E-4, Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Wash. 98362.
53-4

EXPERIENCED TYPING and editing. 251-2780.
_______________________________________ 53-21

TYPING 75C/per page. Pica type. Call 549-9741.
_______________________________________ 53-21

COMPETENT Typing Service. 549-2055. ^

52-2

roommates needed
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Share 2-bdrm. apt.
$95/month plus utilities. No rent til March 1st. Non
smoker. 1 mile from campus. Call Sinclair and
leave message. 728-9920.1will contact you. 53-3

3 BDRM . close to school. Nice place. Laundry. $108
mo. 549-0840.
49-5

real estate
3 Bdrm. House. $41,500. Near University Golf
Course. Owner financing available. Call Foss
Agency. 549-4137 o r Bette Holmes. 543-3481.
52-3

Afffib,Welch receive Governor's Awards
By JOHN McGRATH
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Is College Bad for Girls?
A BOOKLET BY E. J. RICHARDS. AVAILABLE FROM YOUR DOCTOR

Rudy Autio, University of Mon
tana professor of art, and James
Welch, a 1966 UM graduate and
resident of Missoula, were among
seven recipients of the first annual
Governor’s Awards for the Arts
Thursday night in Helena.
The awards were co-sponsored
by Gov. Ted Schwinden’s office
and the Montana Arts Council.
Four individual awards were
given for achievements in four
artistic fields, two awards were
given for patrons of the arts, and a
single award was given for a
Montana artist currently living and
working out of state. Each of the
first six received $500 and a
specially-struck bronze medallion,
while the last prize winner re-

ceived a silver medal.
Autio, a ceramic artist and
sculptor, was awarded the prize for
his achievements in the visual arts.
A Butte native, he has been a
member of the UM faculty since
.1957.
“These awards are the first of
their kind,” he said Monday. “ It
implies to me that we (Montanans)
are becoming culturally of age.”
He noted that the awards vyere
given on the basis of a person's
career work, and not any specific
recent achievement. Autio has
specialized in hand-shaped
vessels with patterned colored
glazes, and this past fall had an
exhibit at the Greenwich House
Gallery in Manhatten’s Greenwich
Village.
Welch, a Native American poet
and novelist, received the award

M O NTANA
SNOW
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A Personal C anvass - A rtic le s :
• E vils of Dormitory l ife —Midnight Hours
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• Forming of Unladylike Habits chat May I
Harm she Health ft Morals of a delicate
Girl—Such as Smoking ft Card Playing.
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for literature. He is currently a
visiting lecturer at the University of
Washington in Seattle.
Welch's works center around his
experiences growing up in the
Highline area of Montana. His first
published work, called “ Riding the
Earthboy Forty,” is a volume of
poetry which came out in 1971. Its
title derives from a section of his
father's farm on the Fort Belknap
Indian reservation near Harlem.
Welch's two published novels,
“Winter in the Blood" (1974) and
“The Death of Jim Loney” (1979)
are “extremely important novels,”
according to UM professor of
English Bill Bevis who teaches
English 375, “ Montana Writers."
Bevis called Welch "one of the few
Native American writers who is
excelling at the novel genre to
day.” He noted that very few
quality novels deal with modern
Native American life.
Other individual awards went to
Bernie Rasmusson, a fiddler from
Poison, in folk arts, and Eugene
Andrie,” a violinist, professor
emeritus at UM, and former con
ductor of the Missoula Symphony
Orchestra, in music.
The patron awards went to
Billings lawyer James Haughey
and Helena's Archie Bray Founda
tion, a national center for the
ceramic arts.
Michael Smutn, a dancer,
choreographer and co-director of
the San Francisco Ballet, received
the final award. He is a Missoula
native.
Power will intoxicate the best
hearts, as wine the strongest
heads. No man is wise enough, nor
good enough to be trusted with
unlimited power.
— Charles Caleb Colton

SKI SALE!

Survey to guide
ASUM lobbying
By BONNIE YAHVAH
Montana Kaimin Contributing Raportar

Most University of Montana
students oppose an amendment to
the U.S. Constitution to ban abor
tion, support the Equal Rights
Amendment, want coal tax money
to be invested in Montana and
oppose air pollution laws being
relaxed, according to a survey.
The survey was conducted by
the ASUM Legislative Committee
during the first week in December.
The results of the survey were
released last week.
About 76 percent of the students
polled are opposed to an amend-*
ment to the U.S. Constitution to'
ban abortion while only about 13
percent support the issue.
Concerning the Equal Rights
Amendment, about 81 percent of
the students polled agreed that the
Montana Legislature should con
tinue to support this issue. About
11 percent opposed it.
Almost 55 percent of the
students agreed that the coal tax
money should be invested primari
ly in the Montana economy,
although the rate of return will be
less than that obtained by in
vesting the money outside of
Montana. About 15 percent dis
agreed with the issue and another
30 percent were undecided or gave
no response.
Presently, no bills concerning
coal tax investment are pending,
but a bill concerning the issue is
expected to be introduced, Bill
Bronson, chairman of the ASUM
Legislative Committee, said.
No formal position has been
taken on this issue by the
Legislative Committee, but the
committee will be monitoring it,
Bronson said.
About 89 percent of the students
polled did not want existing air
pollution control laws and
regulations to be relaxed, while 4
percent said they should be.
Surveys were given over the
telephone to 99 UM students who
were chosen randomly from the
list of registered students, Bron
son said. Students were “very
cooperative” about the survey, he
said.
Polling 99 students gives a fairly
reflective sample of the opinions of
the 8,880 UM students, Bronson
said.
Results of the survey are intend
ed to guide the legislative com
mittee in making decisions to
support or oppose bills dealing
with those issues, Bronson said.
The survey results will be used
by ASUM lobbyists Mike Dahlem
and Steve Carey when testifying
on bills dealing with these issues,
Bronson said.
Using the survey results to verify
student opinion probably adds
more c r e d ib ility to th e ir
testimonies, Bronson said.
The survey did not address
academic or educational funding
issues, but dealt with issues for
which there is an unclear amount
of support or opposition to the
issue, Bronson said. The survey
provides figures to determine
student opinion, Bronson said.
It it appears that student opinion
has critically changed on a specific
issue, then the committee would
take another survey on the issue,
Bronson said.
Bronson said he will recommend
that the committee continue to
take surveys on student opinions
in following years.

Poverty is the parent of revolu
tion and crime.
— Aristotle
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Confusion. .
Cont. from p. 1
even more mysterious. At last
night's meeting, she could not say
who had appointed her to the CRB.
"But I can tell you this, Linda
Lang is at the center of this whole
mess,” she said.
Lang and Curtis both denied
appointing Bender to a CRB posi
tion. In fact, both said they had not
even talked to Bender about such a
job.
So who now sits on CRB?

By Popular Demand
Perhaps no one e xce p t
Grebeldinger. For none of the CRB
members except Grebeldinger
have been officially approved as
members by Central Board.
Bulger, Matosich, Anderson and
Castle were all officially appointed
last fall by both Lang and Curtis.
But according to the ASUM
constitution, each CRB member
must be approved by a two-thirds
vote of Central Board and none of
th e m e m b e r s —
except

Grebeldinger — have been.
Curtis, who admitted that none
of the CRB members had received
CB approval, said this was due to
an administrative problem.
But while CRB sits in legislative
limbo, CB will probably have a
chance to revive the group at
Wednesday’s meeting.
But considering that Bulger,
Anderson, Matosick, Bender and
Castle are all CB members, the
fight for CRB seats may continue
in the governing body.

LA window. . .
Coni, from p. 1
the Department of Economics,
said he was “suspicious of hightech solutions," but that he
thought it was a better alternative
than covering the windows.
However, Philip Hauck of the
architecture and engineering divi
sion of the Department of Ad
ministration, said he had seen an
earlier model of the system and
had “sent it back to the drawing
board.” In a telephone interview,
Hauck said the model Clark show
ed him last summer was “too
crude" to go on the side of the
building. Hauck, who with the
Board of Examiners has the
authority to approve the plan, said
he would consider Clark’s system,
but would have to see it first. He
also said the insulation value of the

SOCIAL
ADJUSTMENT HOUR
With Specially Priced Drinks
In the Garden Bar Tues. thru Thurs.
5-6:30 p.m., Frl. 4:30-6:30
& cold hor d'oeuvres on the house.

capule
xican ftetfaurant
Downtown • 145 We*t Front

LADIES’ NIGHT
FIRST DRINK FREE
(HIGHBALL OR BEER)

panels would have to be labtested.
According to Clark’s plan, each
stretch of windows on the building
would be covered at the end of the
day by 12 insulated panels. He said
the panels would slide out of a
storage box onto a track, and
would be moved by a chain-drive
motor that would operate much
like a garage-door opener. The
system would be activated
automatically by a timer, but could
be operated manually, he said.
Clark said his plan calls for the
windows to be covered from about
5 p.m. to 8 a.m. throughout the
week. This would amount to about
90 percent of the time, he said.
“With the people moving about
and the solar gain,” Clark said, “the
amount of heat lost during the day

NO COVER

isn't much of a problem.” He said
that his system could actually save
more energy than the proposed
covering of the windows because it
would allow the sun to heat the
building.
Clark said 65 individual systenr\s
would cover most of the windows
in the building, but that 24 win
dows located in odd spots would
have to be blocked permanently.
The spaces between the panels
and the building would be sealed
by weather stripping, Clark said,
and the system would reduce the
heat loss by 90 percent.
Although he doesn’t have all of
the details worked out yet, Clark
said he will present his plan to the
Board of Examiners when it meets
later this month.
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Campus . . . __
Cont. from p. 1
four times during the year. In
addition, security officers are not
allowed to carry guns until they
complete a six-week training
course at the state Law Enforce
ment Academy in Bozeman and
attend two additional two-week
training sessions at the academy.
And J. A. “Ted” Parker, head of
the UM Physical Plant, told the
committee rpembers that in 20
years there has never been an
incident in which an officer drew

his weapon and fired at a student.
UM was the only school whose
student lobbyists did not testify
either for or against the legislation.
Steve Carey, ASUM lobbyist,
said after the hearing that the bill
“ really isn’t that major" because it
would simply expand hours.
Carey said an argument could
be made that the UM and MSU
campuses are “ much more con
trolled environments” than towns
such as Miles City and Kalispell,
but he added that he expects no
major problems if the hours securi-

W yse_________
Cont. from p. 1
Worden, Thane and Haines. Wyse
works part-time for the firm.
“ He (Robbins) was a controver
sial political figure in California,"
Wyse said. "He convinced me he
was an innocent man,” and that the
"allegations were p o litica lly
motivated."
After the hearing, Judge John
Henson gave Deschamps five
working days to respond to
Elison's written memorandum on
the case. Elison will then have five

Weather or Not
"Put your hands up slowly," the
skyjacker said.
“Why," demanded Lisa, "are you
dressed up like a woman?"
"Nobody expects women sky
jackers.”
“That’s not what I mean, damn it.
Why not a real woman skyjacker?
That’s discrimination!"
As the two began to argue the
ethics of the man’s deception,
Chris noticed a small switch at the
base of the window next to him.
EMERGENCY USE ONLY! read
the labej beside it. Well, thought
Chris, if this isn't an emergency I
hope i t ’s the closest I’ll ever come
to one.
He flipped the switch. A trap
door beneath the seats fell open
and the next thing Chris knew, he
and Lisa were plummeting
earthward through the variable
clouds and patchy fog. with a high
of 35 and a low of 18.
To be continued.

working days to rebut Deschamps’
findings. Henson will rule on the
case after this time.
The alleged events involving
Robbins’ allegedly took place in
the spring and summer of 1978,
two years prior to when the
charges were filed.
Wyse said he was confronted by
a “moral dilemma” when he glanc
ed through the firm’s file on the
girl’s case.
The information might have
been reason enough for the
California attorney general to stop
proceedings against Robbins,
Wyse said.
Wyse said he was aware of the
juvenile's right to have her
background kept confidential, but
that the information in the file was
“ highly relevant” to Robbin’s
defense.
The file contained psychological
and social worker reports about
the girl.
Arlene Grossman, a Missoula
social worker, testified she had
helped the girl accusing Robbins
in the 1977 case and that there was
some doubt about the girl's ac
cusations in that case.
After comparing the firm's file
with the county's file of the case,
Wyse said he sent photocopies, of
several pieces of Robbins’ defense
attorneys.
The majority can never take the
place of the man. It is not only the
representative of stupidity but also
of cowardice at all times.
— Adolf Hitler
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ty officers carry guns are ex
panded.
If the bill passes the Judiciary
Committee, the full House of
Representatives and the Senate,
the Board of Regents would still
have the authority to determine
which situations warrant allowing
officers to carry guns.
The chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, Rep. Kerry Keyser, REnnis, said the committee may
vote on the bill as early as
tomorrow.
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